Don’t have time or resources to take a field trip to the Museum? Bring a KidsQuest program to your site. We can explore a topic once in our single programs or engage you week after week with our series programs. A Museum educator brings all the materials for a workshop to your site.

*All educators are vaccinated and follow current COVID-19 guidelines and protocols.

**KidsQuest**

$215 per program session OR $1800 for six-week session*

Enrichment programs last one hour. Best for classrooms with 15-20 students. Maximum of 20 students allowed.

*A mileage fee may apply to locations outside a 20 mile radius.

---

**Stop-Motion Animation** Ages 7-10

Lights? Camera? Action! Join KidsQuest as we build sets to tell stories and use stop-motion animation to bring that story to life. We will work with clay, Legos, and paper folding to create new characters and learn about storytelling.

**Key Components:** Art | Design

**Key Skills:** Storytelling | Modification | Fine Motor

---

**Silly Circuits** Ages 7-10

We are wired to get you started on this creative adventure as we explore circuits in new ways. You will have the opportunity to build garden that light up, make bugs move, create cupcakes with spinning tops, and design fashion that lights up.

**Key Components:** Electricity | Circuits

**Key Skills:** Engineering | Observation | Hypothesizing

---

**Science of Art** Ages 4-10

Join us as we experiment and learn about scientific concepts to create beautiful pieces of art. Put your creativity into science as we work with various mediums, including felt, circuits, plastics, and cardboard.

**Key Components:** Art | Science

**Key Skills:** Observation | Theory | Modification

---

**Hydraulics** Ages 6-10

Let’s get building! We put our engineering skills to the test as we design structures that move with the power of hydraulics. We will also get creative as we use our designs to create something new.

**Key Components:** Engineering | Force | Motion

**Key Skills:** Cause and Effect | Engineering | Inquiry

---
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**Sculpting on the Road** Ages 6-10
Have you ever been able to touch a coyote, beaver, skunk, or deer? Discover unique characteristics of the animals that live in your backyard. Students have the opportunity to explore skulls, tracks, animal pelts and more as they develop awareness and empathy for our Northwest wildlife and their habitats.

**Key Components:** Design | Function
**Key Skills:** Modification | Fine Motor | Creativity

**Chemistry and Colors** Ages 3-6
Experiment with color mixing! We will explore primary and secondary colors through scientific color exploration and chemical reactions. Find out what bubbles, fizzes, and pops when we experiment with liquids, solids, and gases.

**Key Components:** Art | Science
**Key Skills:** Experimentation | Observation | Hypothesizing

**Plants and Animals** Ages 3-6
Get out the magnifying glasses. Explore the science of plants, how they grow, and the animals that eat them. Learn about local wildlife in a hands-on way.

**Key Components:** Scientific Thinking | Compassion
**Key Skills:** Inquiry | Observation | Comparison

**Force and Motion** Ages 3-6
Explore the forces that make things roll, spin, and fly. Investigate wind, gravity, and friction as we experiment with the KidsQuest wind tubes, engineering wall, and more!

**Key Components:** Engineering | Math
**Key Skills:** Experimentation | Observation | Counting